We present the results of long-baseline optical interferometry observations using the Precision Astronomical Visual Observations (PAVO) beam combiner at the Center for High Angular Resolution Astronomy (CHARA) Array to measure the angular sizes of three bright Kepler stars: θ Cygni, and both components of the binary system 16 Cygni. Supporting infrared observations were made with the Michigan Infrared Combiner (MIRC) and Classic beam combiner, also at the CHARA Array. We find limb-darkened angular diameters of 0.753 ± 0.009 mas for θ Cyg, 0.539 ± 0.007 mas for 16 Cyg A and 0.490 ± 0.006 mas for 16 Cyg B. The Kepler Mission has observed these stars with outstanding photometric precision, revealing the presence of solar-like oscillations. Due to the brightness of these stars the oscillations have exceptional signal-to-noise, allowing for detailed study through asteroseismology, and are well constrained by other observations. We have combined our interferometric diameters with Hipparcos parallaxes, spectrophotometric bolometric fluxes and the asteroseismic large frequency separation to measure linear radii (θ Cyg: 1.48±0.02 R ⊙ , 16 Cyg A: 1.22±0.02 R ⊙ , 16 Cyg B: 1.12±0.02 R ⊙ ), effective temperatures (θ Cyg: 6749±44 K, 16 Cyg A: 5839±42 K, 16 Cyg B: 5809±39 K), and masses (θ Cyg: 1.37±0.04 M ⊙ , 16 Cyg A: 1.07±0.05 M ⊙ , 16 Cyg B: 1.05±0.04 M ⊙ ) for each star with very little model dependence. The measurements presented here will provide strong constraints for future stellar modelling efforts.
INTRODUCTION
Progress in understanding stellar structure and evolution is driven by ever-more precise measurements of fundamental properties such as stellar temperature, radius and mass (see, e.g. Demarque et al. 1986 ; Monteiro et al. 1996 ; Deheuvels & Michel cillation modes whose properties depend on the structure of the star. This allows stellar parameters such as mean stellar density and surface gravity to be accurately determined with little model dependence (see, e.g. Brown & Gilliland 1994; Christensen-Dalsgaard 2004; Aerts et al. 2010) .
Another method is long-baseline optical interferometry (LBOI), which can be used to measure the angular sizes of stars. Combining with a parallax measurement yields the linear radius, while combining with the bolometric flux provides a direct measurement of effective temperature (see, e.g. Code et al. 1976; Baines et al. 2009; Boyajian et al. 2009 Boyajian et al. , 2012a Creevey et al. 2012) .
The combination of asteroseismology and interferometry therefore allows us to determine mass, radius and temperature with very little model dependence. While the potential value of this has long been recognised (Cunha et al. 2007) , until recently the inherent difficulties in these methods had limited their application in cool stars to a few bright objects (North et al. 2007; Bruntt et al. 2010; Bazot et al. 2011) . Progress in instrumentation, such as the Precision Astronomical Visible Observations (PAVO) beam combiner at the Center for High Angular Resolution Astronomy (CHARA) Array (ten Brummelaar et al. 2005) , has pushed the sensitivity limits of LBOI. Meanwhile asteroseismology has entered a 'golden age', thanks to data from the space telescopes CoRoT (Michel et al. 2008) and Kepler (Koch et al. 2010; Gilliland et al. 2010; Chaplin et al. 2011) . Huber et al. (2012a) recently presented interferometric observations using the PAVO beam combiner at CHARA of F, G and K stars spanning from the main sequence to the red clump in which solar-like oscillations have been detected by Kepler or CoRoT. In this paper we present results from the same instrument, of three bright Kepler targets, θ Cygni and 16 Cygni A & B. These targets present an excellent opportunity to combine the remarkably precise, high signal-to-noise asteroseismology data from the Kepler Mission with precise constraints from interferometry and other methods, for strong tests of stellar models.
TARGETS

θ Cyg
The F4V star θ Cygni (13 Cyg, HR 7469, HD 185395, KIC 11918630), magnitude V = 4.48, is the brightest star being observed by Kepler. Stellar parameters available from the literature are given in Table 1 . Thus far Kepler has observed it in 2010 JuneSeptember (Kepler Quarter 6), 2011 January-March (Q8) and 2012 January-October (Q12 -Q14).
A close companion of V ∼12 mag has been identified as an M dwarf, with an estimated mass of 0.35 M⊙, separated from the primary by ∼2 arcsec, a projected separation of 46 AU (Desort et al. 2009 ). Although it has been detected several times since 1889 (Mason et al. 2001) , the orbit is still very incomplete. Desort et al. (2009) undertook a radial velocity study of θ Cyg, finding a 150 d quasi-periodic variation. The origin of this variation is still not satisfactorily explained -the presence of one or two planets does not adequately explain all the observations and stellar variation of this period is unknown in stars of this type.
The limb-darkened angular diameter of θ Cyg has previously been estimated as θLD =0.760 ± 0.021 mas from spectral energy distribution fitting to photometric observations by van Belle et al. in K ′ -band (λ0 = 2.14µm). They measured a larger diameter, θLD =0.861 ± 0.015 mas. Ligi et al. (2012) , using the VEGA beam combiner at CHARA found θLD =0.760 ± 0.003 mas, in agreement with van Belle et al. (2008) . Ligi et al. (2012) also reported excessive scatter in their measurements and speculated on diameter variability or the existence of a new close companion, possibly related to the quasi-periodic variability seen in radial velocity by Desort et al. (2009) .
The location of θ Cyg in the HR diagram places it amongst γ Dor pulsators. Analysis of Q6 Kepler data by Guzik et al. (2011) did not reveal γ Dor pulsations, but clear evidence of solarlike oscillations was seen in the power spectrum between 1200 and 2500 µHz. The characteristic large frequency separation between modes of the same spherical degree, ∆ν, is 84.0±0.2 µHz. The oscillation modes are significantly damped resulting in large linewidths in the power spectrum, which is typical of F stars Baudin et al. 2011; Appourchaux et al. 2012; Corsaro et al. 2012 The separation of the A and B components on the sky is 39.56 arcsec, which enables them to be observed independently by both Kepler and PAVO. They also have a distant M dwarf companion, about 10 mag fainter, in a hierarchical triple system (Turner et al. 2001; Patience et al. 2002) . There are, however, no dynamical constraints on their masses due to the long orbital period, estimated at over 18,000 years (Hauser & Marcy 1999) . Additionally, 16 Cyg B is known to have a planet with a mass of ∼ 1.5 MJ in an eccentric 800 day orbit (Cochran et al. 1997 ).
Interferometric observations of 16 Cyg A and B with Boyajian et al. (2013) measured both stars with Classic in H-band (λ0 = 1.65µm), finding θLD =0.554 ± 0.011 mas and θLD =0.513 ± 0.012 mas for the A and B components, respectively.
Kepler observations clearly show solar-like oscillations in both stars, with large separations, ∆ν, of 103.4 µHz and 117.0 µHz, respectively (Metcalfe et al. 2012) . Asteroseismic modelling was performed by Metcalfe et al. (2012) using several different methods. The values they obtained for mass, radius and age are given in Table 1 . Promisingly, although both stars were modelled independently, the models find a common age and initial composition, which is to be expected in a binary system. However, inspecting the individual results of each model method reveals two families of solutions. Several models favour a radius of 1.24 R⊙ for 16 Cyg A and 1.12 R⊙ for 16 Cyg B, while others favour a larger radii around 1.26 R⊙ and 1.14 R⊙, respectively. For comparison, the estimated systematic uncertainties in radius are 0.008 R⊙ and 0.007 R⊙, respectively. 
OBSERVATIONS
Our interferometric observations were made with the PAVO beam combiner ) at the CHARA Array at Mt. Wilson Observatory, California (ten Brummelaar et al. 2005) . PAVO is a pupil-plane beam combiner, optimised for high sensitivity (limiting magnitude in typical seeing conditions of R ∼ 8) at visible wavelengths (∼600 to 900 nm). Two or three beams may be combined. Through spectral dispersion each scan typically produces visibility measurements in 20 independent wavelength channels. With available baselines up to 330 m, PAVO at CHARA is one of the highest angular-resolution instruments operating worldwide. Further details on this instrument were given by Ireland et al. (2008) . Early PAVO science results have been presented by Bazot et al. (2011 ), Derekas et al. (2011 ), Huber et al. (2012a and Maestro et al. (2012) . Most of our observations were made during several nights in August 2012, although some data were taken during previous observing seasons in 2010 and 2011. Our observations have been made using PAVO in two-telescope mode, with baselines ranging from 110 to 250 m. A summary of our observations is given in Table 2. To calibrate the fringe visibilities in our targets we observed nearby stars, which ideally would be unresolved point sources with no close companions. In practice we used stars as unresolved as possible, which in our case meant spectral types A and B. Table 3 lists the calibrators used in our analysis. We determined the expected angular diameters of the calibrators using the (V − K) relation of Kervella et al. (2004) . We adopted V -band magnitudes from the Tycho catalogue (Perryman & ESA 1997) and converted them into the Johnson system using the calibration by Bessell (2000) . K-band magnitudes were taken from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006) . To de-redden the photometry we used the extinction model of Drimmel et al. (2003) to estimate interstellar reddening, and adopted the reddening law of O'Donnell (1994) (see also Cardelli et al. 1989 ).
In the case of our largest calibrator, HD 188665, there is some indication that it is larger than expected from the (V − K) relation (θV −K = 0.240 mas). Calibrating with smaller calibrator stars observed at similar times we find the average interferometric response of HD 188665 is consistent with a uniform-disc diameter of θUD = 0.274 ± 0.008 mas.
To best account for temporal variations in system visibility due to changes in seeing, calibrators must be observed as closely spaced in time to the targets as possible. We observed θ Cyg and its calibrators in the sequence: calibrator 1 -θ Cyg -calibrator 2, with a scan of each object obtaining two minutes of visibility data. In addition to our observations with PAVO, supporting observations were also made in the infrared with two other beam combiners at the CHARA Array. Observations of θ Cyg were made using the Michigan Infrared Combiner (MIRC; Monnier et al. 2004 ), while observations of 16 Cyg A and B were made with the CHARA Classic combiner.
MIRC combines up to six telescope beams in the image-plane, allowing for simultaneous visibility measurements on 15 baselines and 20 closure phase measurements. Additionally, MIRC splits the H-band light (λ0 = 1.65µm) into eight independent spectral channels. Further details on the MIRC instrument may be found in Monnier et al. (2004 Monnier et al. ( , 2006 Monnier et al. ( , 2010 and Che et al. (2010 Che et al. ( , 2012 . Our MIRC observations consist of four scans of θ Cyg, made in six-telescope mode on 19 June 2012. The calibrator star used was σ Cyg, with an assumed diameter of θUD = 0.54 ± 0.02 mas (Barnes et al. 1978) .
Classic is a pupil-plane combiner operating in a two-telescope mode in either of H-band (λ0 = 1.65µm) or K ′ -band (λ0 = 2.14µm). The Classic observations of 16 Cyg A and B were previously presented by Boyajian et al. (2013) . Observations were made in H-band, with 23 and 24 brackets of 16 Cyg A and B, respectively, over the nights of 16, 19, 20 and 21 August 2011 using the S1E1, E1W1 and S1W1 baselines. Calibration stars were HD 185414, HD 191096 and HD 191195, whose estimated angular diameters were taken from the SearchCal tool developed by the JMMC Working Group (Bonneau et al. 2006 (Bonneau et al. , 2011 .
For each target we fitted a limb-darkened disc model to the visibility measurements (Hanbury Brown et al. 1974) ,
where
Here, V is the visibility, µ λ is the linear limb-darkening coefficient, Jn(x) is the n th order Bessel function, B is the projected baseline, θLD is the angular diameter after correction for limb-darkening, and λ is the wavelength at which the observations was made. The quantity Bλ −1 is often referred to as the spatial frequency. We determined linear limb-darkening coefficients in the R and H bands for our targets by interpolating the model grid by Claret & Bloemen (2011) to the spectroscopic estimates of T eff , log g and [Fe/H] given in Table 1 for a microturbulent velocity of 2 km s −1 . The uncertainties in the spectroscopic parameters were used to create 1000 realisations of the limb-darkening coeffi-cients, from which the uncertainties were estimated. Adopted values of the linear limb-darkening coefficients are given in Table 4 . Typically the influence of the adopted limb-darkening on the final fitted angular diameter is relatively small. Detailed 3-D hydrodynamical models by Bigot et al. (2006) , Chiavassa et al. (2010) and Chiavassa et al. (2012) for dwarfs and giants have shown that the differences from simple linear limb-darkening models are ∼1% or less in angular diameter for stars with near-solar metallicity. For a moderately-well resolved star with V 2 ∼ 0.5, a 1% change in angular diameter would correspond to an uncertainty of less than 1% in V 2 . For our measurements these effects may be non negligible and our results will be valuable for comparing simple 1-D to sophisticated 3-D models.
To fit the model and estimate the uncertainty in the derived angular diameters we followed the procedure outlined by Derekas et al. (2011) . This involved performing Monte Carlo simulations, taking into account uncertainties in the data, adopted wavelength calibration (0.5% for PAVO, 0.25% for MIRC), calibrator sizes (5%) and limb-darkening coefficients (see Table 4 ).
RESULTS
Fundamental stellar properties
Combining our interferometric measurements with astrometric, asteroseismic and photometric measurements allows us to derive radii, masses and effective temperatures that are nearly modelindependent.
The linear radius, R, is,
where D is the distance to the star, which itself is obtained directly from the parallax. From an estimate of the bolometric flux at Earth, F bol , we can find the effective temperature,
where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Finally, to obtain the mass we use the scaling relation between the large frequency separation of solar-like oscillations, ∆ν, and the density of the star (Ulrich 1986 ):
It follows from this relation that we can derive the mass of the star from measurements of the angular diameter, parallax and large frequency separation. Caution is required when using this relationship because the assumption that leads to this relation, that other stars are homologous to the Sun, is not strictly valid (Belkacem 2012) , although it has been shown that the relation holds to within 5% in models (Stello et al. 2009a; White et al. 2011 ). Particular care is needed for stars above 1.2 M⊙ and beyond the main-sequence, since models indicate a departure that is largely a function of effective temperature (White et al. 2011) . We note that one should measure ∆ν of the stars and the Sun in a self-consistent manner. We adopt a solar value of ∆ν⊙ = 135.1 µHz. Figure 1 presents the calibrated squared-visibility measurements as a function of spatial frequency for θ Cyg. We have performed limb-darkened fits to the PAVO and MIRC data both separately and together. For the combined fit we fitted a common angular diameter, but applied a different linear limb-darkening coefficient to the MIRC and PAVO data. Provided the star has a compact atmosphere, the limb-darkened angular diameter should be independent of wavelength. We also fitted uniform-disc models separately. Uniform-disc diameters are wavelength dependent due to the effects of limb darkening. The fitted angular diameters are given in Table 4 , along with the radius, mass and effective temperature (see Sec. 4.1). We note that our diameter (θLD = 0.753±0.009 mas) is consistent with that obtained recently by Ligi et al. (2012, We note that the uncertainty in the PAVO diameter is dominated by our adopted uncertainties in the limb-darkening coefficient rather than measurement uncertainties. Uncertainties in the calibrator sizes and wavelength scale also make significant contributions to the overall error budget. For comparison, ignoring these uncertainties in fitting the PAVO data yields a fractional uncertainty of only 0.2% compared to an uncertainty of 1.2% derived from our Monte Carlo simulations. This illustrates the importance of taking into account these additional uncertainties.
θ Cyg
To determine the mass we have used the revised scaling relation for ∆ν proposed by White et al. (2011) , which corrects for a deviation from the original scaling relation that is dependent upon effective temperature. Without this correction we obtain a significantly lower mass for θ Cyg (1.27 M⊙) that is not consistent with the value of 1.39 For calculating the effective temperature we have used the bolometric flux determined from spectrophotometry by Boyajian et al. (2013) (see Table 1 ). In addition to the formal errors quoted by Boyajian et al. (2013) , we include an additional 1% uncertainty accounting for systematics present in the absolute flux calibration of photometric data (see discusion in Bessell & Murphy 2012) . Our measured temperature for θ Cyg (6749±44 K) is in excellent agreement with the values determined by Erspamer & North (2003) from spectroscopy (6745±150 K) and Ligi et al. (2012) from interferometry (6767±87 K). Figure 2 shows a histogram of the MIRC closure phase measurements. All values are consistent with zero, indicating the source has a point-symmetric intensity distribution. Ligi et al. (2012) reported that the scatter in their measurements of θ Cyg with the VEGA beam combiner was higher than expected, leaving open the possibility of stellar variations or a close companion. As they noted, Kepler observations would have detected any large stellar pulsations, and so this explanation for their result is unsatisfactory.
Our MIRC closure phase measurements also appear to rule out a new close companion. Following the method used by Kraus et al. (2008) we estimated the detection threshold for a close companion as a function of separation. Briefly, this method involves Monte Carlo simulations of data sets with the same (u, v)-sampling and error properties of our MIRC observations and finding the best-fit contrast ratio within a large grid of positions and separations. The 99.9% upper limit to companion brightness within a series of annuli was determined as the contrast ratio for which 99.9% of simulations had no companion brighter than this limit anywhere within the annulus. We find that a potential close companion with a separation between 10-20 mas (∼0.2-0.4 AU) must be at least 4.68 mag fainter in H-band than θ Cyg to escape detection in our observations. For separations between 20-40 mas (∼0.4-0.7 AU), the companion must be at least 3.44 mag fainter. Figure 3 shows the calibrated squared-visibility PAVO and Classic measurements as a function of spatial frequency for 16 Cyg A and B. As for θ Cyg, we provide the fitted uniform-disc and limbdarkened diameters, along with derived properties in Table 4 . Inclusion of the Classic data in the fit does not significantly change the measured diameters.
16 Cyg A and B
The diameters as measured individually with PAVO and Classic agree within the uncertainties. Our 16 Cyg B measurement is 1.1σ larger than the diameter measured by Baines et al. (2008, θLD =0.426 ± 0.056 mas), although their estimate from spectral energy distribution fitting (θLD =0.494 ± 0.019 mas) is in excellent agreement with our final value. The larger uncertainties in our Classic diameters compared to the values reported by Boyajian et al. (2013) arise largely from the inclusion of additional uncertainty in the linear limbdarkening coefficient. It is also worth noting that whereas we determined the limb-darkening coefficient from the model grid of Claret & Bloemen (2011 ), Boyajian et al. (2013 used the values from Claret (2000) , leading to slightly different values being used.
We are able to compare our measured radii and masses with those obtained by preliminary asteroseismic modelling by Metcalfe et al. (2012) . Several different approaches were taken to model the pair, using measured oscillation frequencies and spectroscopic values as constraints. Methods varied with different stellar evolutionary and pulsation codes, nuclear reaction rates, opacities, and treatments of diffusion and convection used.
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the best fit model of each method fell into one of two families. A low radius, low mass family favoured R = 1.24 R⊙, M = 1.10 M⊙ for 16 Cyg A and R = 1.12 R⊙, M = 1.05 M⊙ for 16 Cyg B. The high radius, high mass family favoured R = 1.26 R⊙, M = 1.14 M⊙ and R = 1.14 R⊙, M = 1.09 M⊙, respectively.
Comparison with our results in Table 4 shows a preference for the low radius, low mass family, although the high radius, high mass family cannot be completely discounted, particularly for 16 Cyg B. This brief comparison suggests that, in conjunction with more Kepler data that is becoming available, our interferometric results will help to significantly constrain stellar models.
When calculating the effective temperature we have again used the bolometric flux determined by Boyajian et al. (2013) , once again adopting an additional 1% uncertainty to account for systematics in the absolute flux calibration. As for θ Cyg, our measured temperatures (5839±42 K and 5809±39 K for 16 Cyg A and B, respectively) agree well with the spectroscopically determined values (5825±50 K and 5750±50 K; Ramírez et al. 2009 ).
Comparison with asteroseismic scaling relations
In addition to the scaling relation for the large frequency separation, ∆ν, given in Equation 5, there is also a widely used scaling relation for the frequency of maximum power, νmax (Brown et al. 1991; Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995) :
Equations 5 and 6 may be simultaneously solved for mass and radius:
and
Provided the effective temperature is known, the stellar mass and radius may be estimated directly from the asteroseismic parameters ∆ν and νmax. This is sometimes referred to as the 'direct method' (Kallinger et al. 2010b; Chaplin et al. 2011; Silva Aguirre et al. 2011 ) in contrast to determining mass, radius and other parameters via stellar modelling (Stello et al. 2009b; Basu et al. 2010; Kallinger et al. 2010a; Gai et al. 2011) .
The scaling relation for ∆ν, which we have used to derive the masses in Table 4 , is better understood theoretically with tests of its validity in models finding the relation holds to within 5% (Stello et al. 2009a; White et al. 2011) . The νmax scaling relation relies on the argument that νmax should scale with the acoustic cutoff frequency (Brown et al. 1991) , although the underlying physical reason for this relationship has not been clear. Only recently has the theoretical framework behind this result begun to be developed (Belkacem et al. 2011) . Understanding the validity of these scaling relations has become particularly important as they are now commonly used to determine radii for a large number of faint Kepler stars, including some stars with detected exoplanet candidates (see, e.g., Borucki et al. 2012; Huber et al. 2013 ). We are able to test the validity of the asteroseismic scaling relations by comparing our interferometric radii with independently determined asteroseismic radii calculated using Equation 8. To ensure the asteroseismic radii are truly independent of our interferometric radii, in this calculation we use the spectroscopic effective temperatures given in Table 1 . We have determined the global asteroseismic properties, ∆ν and νmax, of 16 Cyg A and B using the automated analysis pipeline by Huber et al. (2009) , which has been shown to agree well with other methods (Hekker et al. 2011; Verner et al. 2011) . These values are given in Table 5 , along with the radii derived from the scaling relations, Equations 5 and 6. We use solar values of ∆ν⊙ = 135.1 µHz and νmax,⊙ = 3090 µHz.
We do not consider θ Cyg here because the width of the oscillation envelope is very broad, which makes νmax ambiguous. This, along with large mode linewidths Baudin et al. 2011; Appourchaux et al. 2012; Corsaro et al. 2012) , appears to be a feature of oscillations in F stars. Observations of the F subgiant Procyon showed a similarly broad envelope (Arentoft et al. 2008) . Figure 4 shows the remarkable agreement between the interferometric and asteroseismic radii. In addition to 16 Cyg A and B we also include five stars for which Huber et al. (2012a) determined interferometric and asteroseismic radii using the same method (see their Figure 7 ). The agreement for 16 Cyg A and B is within 1σ and at a ∼2% level, which makes this the most precise independent empirical test of asteroseismic scaling relations yet. However, further studies are still needed, particularly of stars that are significantly different from the Sun, to robustly test the validity of the scaling relations.
CONCLUSIONS
We have used long-baseline interferometry to measure angular diameters for θ Cyg and 16 Cyg A and B. All three stars have been observed by the Kepler Mission and exhibit solar-like oscillations, allowing for detailed study of their internal structure.
For θ Cyg we find a limb-darkened angular diameter of θLD = 0.753 ± 0.009 mas, which, combined with the Hipparcos parallax, gives a linear radius of R = 1.48±0.02 R⊙. When determining the mass (1.37±0.04 M⊙) from the interferometric radius and large frequency separation, ∆ν, we find that it is necessary to use the revised scaling relation for ∆ν suggested by White et al. (2011) . This revision takes into account a deviation from the standard scaling relation in stars of higher temperature, without which the determined mass would be significantly lower (1.27 M⊙) than expected from fitting to isochrones.
Closure phase measurements of θ Cyg reveal the star to be point symmetric, consistent with being a single star. This rules out the possibility of all but a very low luminosity close companion, which had previously been suggested.
For 16 Cyg A and B we have found limb-darkened angular diameters of θLD = 0.539 ± 0.007 and θLD = 0.490 ± 0.006, and linear radii of R = 1.22±0.02 R⊙ and R = 1.12±0.02 R⊙, respectively. Comparing these radii with those derived from the asteroseismic scaling relations shows good agreement at a ∼2% level.
Our measurements of near-model-independent masses, radii and effective temperatures will provide strong constraints when modelling these stars.
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